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ABSTRACT
Swimming speeds are the most important index
for the evaluation of the fish swimming performance. The terminologies and classifications of
the fish swimming performance were summarized in this paper. Taking into consideration of
the widely used evaluation approaches of the
fish swimming performance by different researchers, a recommended classification methodology of the fish swimming performance was
proposed by the authors. And a new concept of
the swimming speed, the Maximum Domed Swimming Speed (DSS), was introduced into this new
classification framework together with a discussion on its calculation method and the practical
significance. According to the classification system, the fish swimming speeds are classified
into five categories: Optimum Swimming Speed,
Maximum Sustained Swimming Speed, Critical
Swimming Speed, Maximum Domed Swimming
Speed, and Burst Swimming Speed. Other concepts of swimming speeds are generally merged
into the above five categories, respectively. Furthermore, possible relevancies among the Maximum Sustained Swimming Speed (MSS), the
Critical Swimming Speed (CSS), and the Maximum Domed Swimming Speed (DSS) were discussed. It was concluded that these three swimming speeds, in a sense, can be regarded as the
equivalent indices for the evaluation of fish swimming performance.
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Swimming Speed; Burst Swimming Speed

1. INTRODUCTION
Swimming performance is considered as a critical character determining the survival of many fishes in the natural circumstance [1]. For many fishes, swimming is the
main way to avoid the attack from their predators, obtain
food, find a mate, and so on [2,3]. Swimming speed and
swimming time are the two mainly used indices for evaluating swimming capability of fishes. Plaut [4] and
Hammer [5] summarized the evaluation approaches of
the fish swimming performance used by different researchers, and classified them into three major categories:
Cruising Swimming Speed (or Sustained Swimming Speed),
Prolonged Swimming Speed and Burst Swimming Speed.
This classification methodology is based on the swimming time durations that fishes were swum. The Cruising
Swimming Speed (or Sustained Swimming Speed) defines those speeds that can be maintained by a fish for
more than 200 min without exhaustion [6]. The prolonged swimming is of shorter duration of time from 20s
to 200 min than cruising [7], and ends in fatigue of fish.
Burst swimming can only be maintained for brief periods
of less than approximately 20 s [8,9].
However, while doing so, only a few authors adhere to
the experimental protocols originally suggested. Instead,
they applied a great variety of durations for testing the
swimming speeds of fishes. Take the sustained swimming speed as an example, the swimming time durations
of 4 h [8], 6 h [10], 12 h, 24 h and 48 h [11,12] were used
frequently. The Critical Swimming Speed has been
widely accepted as an efficient measurement of prolonging the swimming test. However, the length of tests will
also exceed largely the time limitation of the prolonged
swimming as defined above when small velocity inOPEN ACCESS
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3. STEADY SWIMMING PERFORMANCE

creasing steps and long-time intervals were applied. Although the classification has been accepted by some other authors [13,14], no significant ecological or physiological relevance has been proposed to validate the classification by defining the cruising swimming speed as
the speed that can be maintained by a fish for more than
200 min. Moreover, by doing so, the confusion and misunderstanding may occur when comparing the swimming
performance among different fishes.
The main purpose of this paper is to propose a new classification of the swimming speeds according to the swimming status of fishes without strict limitation to their swimming time durations. And a new concept of swimming
speed, the Maximum Domed Swimming Speed, was introduced into this new classification framework together with
a discussion on its calculation and the practical significance.

In steady swimming status, fishes are exposed to a certain velocity which is not altered during the test. Generally, it is also called cruising swimming or sustained
swimming [18] and accordingly, the speed is called
cruising swimming speed or sustained swimming speed.
Cruising speed is originally introduced from aviation
domain, which defines the speed that an aerocraft can
keep flying with minimal energy consumption. However,
it is difficult to define quantitatively when it is used for
evaluating the swimming performance of a fish because
a series of factors should be considered including fatigue,
growing, health, and so on. Normally, it is regarded that
fish will not end in fatigue in cruising swimming. But
theoretically, a fish will fatigue at any speed, given the
time duration long enough without feeding. Thus, when
discussing cruising swimming speeds, the research purposes or the swimming time must be determined in advance.
According to the discussion above, we classified the
following two concepts: the Optimum Cruising Swimming Speed and the Maximum Cruising (or Sustained)
Swimming Speed into the steady swimming performance.
A research purpose such as foraging, growth rate, migrating distance, and so on, must be determined when the
former concept is used, and the period of swimming time
is needed for the latter. For example, Ware [19] derived
theoretically that, with regard to bioenergetics, fish has
an optimum foraging speed. Taking Oncorhynchus nerka
as an example, he found it is proportional to 0.4 power of
the body length. This means, from the point of view of
bioenergetics, the cruising speed of Oncorhynchus nerka
is not the lower the better. And this was also verified by

2. FISH SWIMMING PERFORMANCE
Briefly, we classified the swimming status into continuous swimming and transient swimming, as shown in
Figure 1. Transient swimming is performed anaerobically and propelled by the white musculature. According
to the results from many authors, a maximal endurance
of 15 - 20 s in transient swimming status was generally
found and accepted [7,9,15]. Continuous swimming is
fuelled aerobically and can be sustained by a fish for a
relative long time, and locomotion is mainly propelled by
the red musculature. However, the white musculature
will also be used when a fish is exposed to strong currents or variable currents [16,17]. Swimming performance can be classified further into sublevels, as shown
in Figure 1, which will be discussed below in details.
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Figure 1. Classification of swimming performance of fishes.
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Hammer’s [20] experiments on the growth rate of Merlangius merlangus, which showed a much higher growth
rate at the swimming speed of 0.28 BL/s than that at the
swimming speed of 0.14 BL/s. Trump and Leggett [21]
also calculated the optimum cruising speeds for fish migrating in currents. The concepts proposed or derived
from those researches, such as the Optimum Foraging
Swimming Speed, the Optimum Migrating Swimming
Speed and the Optimum Growing Swimming Speed can
fall under the Optimum Cruising Swimming Speed. However, it is still difficult to draw general conclusions on the
definitions and researching approaches of different cruising swimming speeds due to the very divergent methods
that have been used [5].
The Maximum Cruising (or Sustained) Swimming
Speed refers to the maximal steady speed that a fish can
withstand for a certain length of swimming time and the
fish will end in fatigue. Customarily, the concept, Maximum Sustained Swimming Speed (MSS) was used more
often by many authors than the Maximum Cruising Swimming Speed because the word “cruising” is normally regarded as the sign of swimming status of a fish without
fatigue. Apparently, the MSS depends solely on the
swimming time with other conditions unchanged. A period of swimming time less than 20 s is regarded as the
range of transient swimming status, and thus 20 s is normally accepted as the lower limit for a fish to maintain
sustained swimming status [7,9]. Theoretically, there is
no limitation to the maximum swimming time. But the
longer the swimming time is given, the lower the MSS
will be. It is difficult, if not impossible, to measure the
MSS directly. However, it is rather easy to record the
swimming times of the fishes at different steady speeds
in laboratory experiments. Therefore, it is definitely possible to set up a regression relationship between the
swimming speed and the swimming time, and the MSS
can be obtained by interpolating in the regression curve
according to the designated swimming time that a fish
will be forced to swim [22]. There are several standards
for measuring the swimming time durations in the laboratory tests. Brett [6] and Fisher and Wilson [12] used a
certain ratio of fishes fatigued, i.e. 50% and 10% respectively, as the ending standard of each test. Fisher and
Bellwood [11] used an average time standard, which
means that each individual fish ended in fatigue and its
swimming time duration was recorded separately. Generally, the former standard will be used when a large
quantity of fishes are going to be tested. While the latter
one is basically applied to the cases with small samples.

4. UNSTEADY SWIMMING
PERFORMANCE
Fish is exposed to varying speeds in unsteady swimming status which includes incremental swimming and
Copyright © 2014 SciRes.

decremental swimming. To date, almost all the tests of
unsteady swimming performance were carried out in the
incremental swimming status. The spontaneous swimming is, needless to say, a status of unsteady swimming
but not an index for evaluating a fish’s swimming performance. A fish exposed to waves may also be regarded
as a case being in unsteady swimming status. However,
this is a very complicated topic and to date there is no
relative result been published. Considering about its specialty, we suggest carrying out the research works in this
field separately and it will not be discussed in this paper.
To date, the Critical Swimming Speed (CSS) is the
most important index to evaluate the unsteady swimming
performance [23-27]. It is measured using incremental
swimming approach. The current velocities are not increased gradually, but rather in steps, each speed being
maintained for a certain period of time until exhaustion
occurs [5]. However, controversy has existed for a long
time with respect to the influences of time interval and
velocity increment on the CSS. Some authors demonstrated that there are no significant differences in the
CSS with different protocols [27,28], while some authors
found that the influence on the CSS is quite notable
[29-31]. Also some authors argued that the influence on
the CSS can be neglected within a certain range of time
interval and velocity increment [7,22]. On the basis of
the presented findings, it is recommended to use the time
intervals ranging from 20 min to 60 min, and the velocity
increments between one-quarter and one-ninth of the
CSS which is measured through pre-experiments [5,7].
The CSS has been favored largely because it takes a
shorter time to conduct and uses smaller batches of fish
for a statically meaningful value [5,27,32]. However, the
CSS protocol is sometimes still time consuming and is
not without limitations. A long period of testing time is
required when large time intervals and small velocity
increments are used in the tests. Therefore, some other
approaches were proposed to cut down the time durations in the tests. Jain et al. [24] tested the swimming
performance of rainbow trout (Oncorhynchus mykiss) by
using the Ramp Velocity Test protocol. This protocol
requires a rapid increase of velocities to 75% of the CSS
within 5 - 6 min at the first stage. Subsequently, the time
intervals are fixed on 30 min till the fish fatigues. Farrel
[27] developed the Constant Acceleration Velocity Test
protocol, in which a very short time interval of 1 min
duration is used. In fact, this approach can be regarded as
a special case of the CSS with extreme short time interval. However, it will, to large extent, overestimate the
value of the CSS though much time is saved.
It is generally assumed that the CSS is the speed at
which the maximum oxygen uptake occurs [26], and is
regarded as a repeatable testing approach. However, the
physiological and ecological significance of the CSS is
OPEN ACCESS
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still open to question [5,33]. Although some authors tried
to find out its physiological and ecological relevancies
through some statistical tools, many conclusions rest
only on hypothesizes or speculations [4]. And the conditions, used in the tests, are far from representing most
natural environment experienced by fishes [4]. However,
if we don’t care too much about the test time duration,
the CSS can, in a sense, represent the swimming performance of a fish exposed to a natural tidal current variation. If this is the situation, we would like to say the CSS
has its real meaning. In the real sea, the water current
follows a certain tidal principle. Take the ideal semidiurnal tide as an example, the tidal current increases
from zero to the maximum velocity within approximately
3 h and drops down to zero again in the next 3 h. This
process repeats endlessly. The first stage is an incremental process, which is more or less similar to that of the
CSS protocol. The second stage is a decremental process.
To date, there is no published result of fish swimming
performance tested in this condition. The fishes constrained in an off-shore sea cage are exposed to the tidal current all the day, and it is very important for the fishes to
survive in the attack form the tidal current. This means
that the fishes have to finish the whole process of the half
period (approximate 6 h 12 min) without fatigue.
The maximal tidal current velocity is the key factor
determining the final condition of a fish exposed to tidal
current. If a fish can finish the whole process of a half
tidal period (approximate 6 h 12 min for semi-diurnal
tide) and happens to be fatigued in the end, the maximal
tidal current velocity is called the Maximum Domed
Swimming Speed (DSS). The DSS is very difficult, if not
impossible, to measure either in the laboratory or in the
natural environment. The authors proposed a semi-empirical & theoretical method for calculating the DSS,
which is based on the tidal current theory and the empirical relationship between the maximum sustained swimming speed and the maximum sustained swimming time.
This will be discussed more in the following.

5. BURST SWIMMING PERFORMANCE
In many fishes, the Burst Swimming Speed (BSS),
anaerobic speed, is more useful to avoid predator attack,
gain food, escape from trawls than sustained swimming
speed [4,34], and is critical to their survival. It is generally accepted that burst swimming is performed anaerobically and it can only be maintained for a very short
periods of less than 15 - 20 s [7,9]. According to Webb
[35], bursts may also include steady or unsteady swimming status. For many species, the BSS can be estimated
with the 10BL/s-rule [20,36,37]. However, the BSS depends very much on the duration of the performed burst,
which declines exponentially with time and increases
Copyright © 2014 SciRes.
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with size in absolute units (cm/s), but decreases in relative units (BL/s) [5].

6. MAXIMUM DOMED SWIMMING SPEED
The Maximum Domed Swimming Speed (DSS) refers
to the maximal tidal current velocity that a fish can finish
the time duration of a half tidal period and happens to be
fatigued in the end. During this process, the fish will be
exposed to the currents which will increase from zero to
the DSS and drop down to zero again according to the
tidal principle. The DSS has practical meanings as it can
be used for selection of suitable fish farming sites.
As mentioned above, the DSS is difficult to be obtained through directly laboratory measurements. A mediate method is needed. Again, we take the ideal semidiurnal tidal current as an example. The values and directions of tidal current will vary with time, which are
controlled by the half-day period and the half-month
period, and can be calculated using the following formula [38].
 2π 
 2π 
 2π 
Vt = Vmn ⋅ sin  t  + K ⋅ Vmn ⋅ sin 
t  ⋅ sin  t  (1)
 TC 
 Tmn 
 TC 

where, Vt is the tidal current velocity at time t . The
first term in the right part is the velocity variation in the
half-day period and is followed by that in the half-month
period. Vmn is the average velocity amplitude which is
written as:
Vmn =

Vm + Vn
2

(2)

where, Vm and Vn refer to the maximum tidal current
velocities in spring tide and neap tide, respectively. K
is the coefficient of velocity fluctuation and is calculated
by:

K=

Vm − Vn
Vm + Vn

(3)

TC in Formula (1) is the half-day period, which
equals to 12.4 h; Tmn is the half-month period, which
equals to 14.75 d. For evaluation the swimming performance of a fish, the half-day period ( TC = 12.4h ) is long
enough. Thus, only the first term in the right part of Formula (1) is used and the average velocity amplitude Vmn
is substituted by the maximal tidal current velocity Vm , i.e.
 2π 
V=
Vm ⋅ sin  t 
t
 TC 

(4)

Within the half-day period t ∈ (0, TC ) , the current velocity will reach the same maximum values twice, but
run in opposite directions. Fortunately, the current direction has no influence to the fish swimming performance.
Therefore, it is can be discussed within t ∈ ( 0, TC 2 ) ,
OPEN ACCESS
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namely t ∈ ( 0, 6.2h ) , in which the velocity will increase
from zero to its maximal value Vm and drop down to
zero again. Here, Vm is the very speed of the DSS.
In order to obtain Vm , the DSS, we have to correlate
Formula (4) to fish swimming performance. According
to some authors [11,12], there is a kind of exponential
relationship between the maximum sustained swimming
time and the MSS, which is written as:

7. DISCUSSION
7.1. Classification Methodology of Fish
Swimming Speed/Performance

The Vm , i.e. the DSS, can be calculated by Formula (8)
through numerical integrating. However, the DSS depends on the coefficients a and b which are obtained
through experimental tests. This means that the DSS is
relevant to the MSS. They may, in a sense, be regarded
as the equivalent index for evaluating the swimming
performance of fishes.

7.2. Influence of Testing Protocols on
Fish Swimming Performance

Swimming speeds including Sustained Swimming Speed,
Critical Swimming Speed and Burst Swimming Speed
are the most commonly used indices for evaluating fish
swimming performance in the past several decades. Researching works on swimming speeds including their
(5)
T = aV b
definitions, measuring approaches, affecting factors and
where, T means the maximum sustained swimming
the interrelationships have been carried out extensively.
time when a fish is forced to swim at velocity V (the
Hammer [5] and Plaut [4] gave a very comprehensive
MSS); a and b are the coefficients which can be obsummarization and discussion, and classified the swimtained through experimental measurements and statistical
ming speeds into three categories according to the swimanalysis. By substituting (4) into (5), we have:
ming time durations. However, much wider time range
had been used by different authors in rather random ways,
 2π 
(6)
T =a ⋅ Vmb ⋅ sin b  t 
which makes the classification be inconsistent and of
 TC 
little sense.
Taking into consideration of the widely used evaluawhere, T means the maximum sustained swimming
tion
approaches of fish swimming performance by diftime of a fish exposed to the tidal current velocity at time
ferent
researchers, a new classification methodology was
t . The Critical Swimming Speed ( U css ) is calculated
proposed
by the authors of this paper. And a new concept
using the following formula as originally given by Brett
of
swimming
speed, the DSS, was introduced into this
[23]:
new classification framework together with a discussion
(7)
U css =+
U p ( t f ti ) × U i 
on its calculation method and practical significance. According to the new classification system, fish swimming
where, U p is the penultimate velocity at which the fish
speeds are classified into five major categories: Optimum
swam before fatigue; U i is the velocity increment
Cruising Swimming Speed (OSS), Maximum Sustained
(cm/s); t f is the elapsed time in the last velocity stage;
Swimming Speed (MSS), Critical Swimming Speed
ti is the time interval (normally form 20 min to 60 min
(CSS), Maximum Domed Swimming Speed (DSS), and
[5]). From the second term in the right part of formula
Burst Swimming Speed (BSS), as shown in Figure 1.
(7), we can find that the stamina of a fish is assumed to
Other concepts of swimming speeds are generally merged
be distributed uniformly within the swimming time ininto above five categories respectively. The Optimum Forterval ti . Here, we also follow this assumption: the staaging Swimming Speed, the Optimum Migrating Swimmina of a fish is distributed uniformly during the whole
ming Speed and the Optimum Growing Swimming
stage of steady swimming. Thus, if we divide the swimSpeed et al. fall down to the Optimum Cruising Swimming duration TC 2 into many small time fragments
ming Speed. However, the Cruising Swimming Speed,
dt , the ratio of the stamina consumption within dt will
the Sustained Swimming Speed and the Spontaneous
be dt T (not dt TC ). Where, T is the maximum suSwimming Speed are not indices for evaluating the swimstained swimming time at velocity Vt . By integrating
ming performance of a fish. Generally, they describe
the stamina consumption within the whole testing period
some kinds of intermediate swimming status. The ProTC 2 , the value will equal to 1 if the fish happens to be
longed Swimming Speed and the Endurance Swimming
fatigued in the end. Namely, we have:
Speed are used as synonyms [5]. Both are restricted to
swimming time duration from 20 s to 200 min [4,5] and
TC 2 1
TC 2
1
(8)
1 ⇒ ∫0
dt =
1
have no exact meanings. Thus, it is suggested to avoid
∫0 T dt =
b
b  2π 
using them as the evaluation indices of fish swimming
aVm sin 
t
 TC 
performance.

Copyright © 2014 SciRes.

It has always been a question about the influence of
testing protocols on fish swimming performance. With
regarding to the CSS, the influence of time intervals and
velocity increments on its result has caught many attenOPEN ACCESS
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tions [22,27]. However, it still cannot draw a general
conclusion on how the testing protocols will affect the
final values of the CSS. Hammer [5] suggested using the
time intervals between 20 min and 60 min, and the velocity increments from one-quarter to one-ninth of the
CSS as a general testing protocol. However, the time
interval suggested could be a limitation for fish larvae. A
much shorter time interval of 2 min was used by Fisher
[22,39] during the CSS measurements of several species
of reef fish larvae. In addition, there are still many uncertainties due to other influence factors, which make the
testing results from different authors incomparable.
Despite the defectives of the CSS, it has been used
extensively as an important index of fish swimming performance because of the smaller batches and less experimental time to run the tests [5,27]. By contrast, more
batches and longer time are needed to run the MSS tests,
and the numerical regression and interpolation processes
are needed to obtain the final values of the MSS. However, the MSS within any time durations and the maximum sustained swimming time at any speeds can be figured out once the regression relationship between them
has been set up. In addition, it is a good way for investigating the biochemical changes, such as fat, glycogen
and lactate, in muscles and livers of fishes [40].
Before carrying out the tests of the MSS, the fishes
should be introduced into a flume tank and be acclimatized to the temperature, light, original current, and so on.
After a period of acclimation, the current is increased
steadily [8], in small steps [41], semi-abruptly [42], or
abruptly [43], until the test speed is reached. However,
the influence of the velocity increasing rate and acclimation current velocity before test on the result of the MSS
is not defined or is not reported [5,8]. The authors of this
paper have carried out a preliminary investigation of the
influences of the acclimation current velocity and the
acceleration rate on the MSS of Sciaenops ocellatus (average body length 36.3 cm) and Sparus macrocephalus
(average body length 23.6 cm). Results show that the
acclimation velocities under 1.5 BL/s (the maximum
current batch in the tests) have no significant influence
on the MSS of both fishes. The same results have been
achieved in the acceleration tests, where the accelerating
time from the original acclimation velocities to the test
speeds are between 1 min and 8 min. If these preliminary
conclusions are verified by wider tests with different fish
species and sizes, it will be very convenient to measure
the MSS. If this is the situation, the results measured
with different acclimation velocities and acceleration
rates, within a certain range, can be compared directly.

111

swimming speeds. The DSS is tested according to the
tidal current variation law, while the CSS testing uses an
artful protocol in a rather random way. However, they are
similar in the process as one DSS test covers double CSS
tests without considering about the influence of the
change of velocity orientations (increase or decrease) on
the results. Therefore, a kind of relationship may be
found through substantial tests on both speeds. Once the
relationship between them has been set up, the swimming speeds can be converted each other. The most important is the CSS will possess a practical meaning. But
before doing so, the influences of the velocity orientation,
velocity increment, time duration, time interval, and so
on, on the final values of swimming speeds, should be
investigated in advance.
In the other hand, the DSS can be figured out using
Formula (8) which is derived based on the mathematical
regression model of the MSS as Formula (5). This means
a certain relationship between the DSS and the MSS
definitely exists. However, an assumption was introduced from the CSS Formula (7) into DSS Formula (8):
the stamina of a fish is distributed uniformly during the
whole period of steady swimming. This assumption is
never proposed but has been used naturally in the CSS
calculation. Anyway, more verification on its validity is
needed. The authors of this paper made some preliminary
tests on the DSS of six Sciaenops ocellatus (caught from
a fishing cage with average body length of 36.3 cm).
During the tests, the DSS was 76 cm/s calculated by
formula (8). The velocity increased from zero to 76
cm/s and then decreased to zero again according to the
semidiurnal law. Although all the six fishes passed the
maximum velocity, they stopped swimming at different time on the decreasing stage. The results are rather
discrete. A possible reason is that the fishes had been
cultured in a laboratory tank for 11 days and had been
used for several other experimental tests. More tests
and new scenarios are probably needed for further verifications.
As discussed above, we may draw a general conclusion that these three swimming speeds are, to some extent, the same indices for evaluating fish swimming performance. Amongst these three speeds, the DSS has a
very clear practical meaning. It should be chosen as an
important index for the selection of fish farming sites.
Furthermore, it is recommended to use the MSS for evaluating the swimming performance of freshwater fishes,
while the CSS and DSS may have little meaning because
the river currents are generally steady.
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